INCORRECT HELMET WEAR

Incorrect - Tilted Aft - PASGT

Incorrect - Tilted Aft - PASGT

Incorrect - Tilted Aft - PASGT

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - PASGT

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - PASGT

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - PASGT

Incorrect - Tilted Aft - ACH

Incorrect - Tilted Aft - ACH

Incorrect - Tilted Aft - ACH

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - ACH

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - ACH

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - ACH

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - ACH

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - ACH

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - ACH

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - ACH
CORRECT HELMET WEAR

Incorrect - Tilted Forward - PASGT
Incorrect - Tilted Aft - PASGT

Correct - Front View - ACH
Correct - Front View - PASGT
Correct - Front View - ACH

Correct - Side View - ACH
Correct - Side View - PASGT
Correct - Rear View - PASGT

Return to the Ground Combat Helmet SOUM page